Amendment 1 to ITB
ITB-UNDP-PETRA-92267-004-2020

Procurement of Works: Construction of Two Landfills and Supporting Facilities in Central Sulawesi

Revisions or corrections are made to several naming of work items, the unit of measures and quantity in the Bill of Quantity/BoQ (Annex 2.1 and Annex 2.2) and Form F – Price Schedule (Annex 7) respectively. For easy reference, UNDP provides a summary of corrections and the revised documents/forms as follows:

1. Summary of Corrections on BoQ Items (Rev. 11 September 2020)
2. Annex 2.1 - BoQ Kawatuna Landfill (Rev. 11 September 2020)
3. Annex 2.2 - BoQ Kabonga Landfill (Rev. 11 September 2020)
4. Annex 7 - Section 6 - Form F - Price Schedule (Rev. 11 September 2020)